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WORLD IS SOUND
A Travel Channel
About Music

MUSIC PRODUCER JEF STOTT CREATES ‘WORLD IS SOUND’
New independent travel series explores musical culture from around the globe

WORLD is SOUND
is a TRAVEL CHANNEL about MUSIC

that presents rich sonic cultures through interviews
and performances with musical artists from exciting
and vibrant destinations around the globe. The
series provides an engaging look at how
performers in major urban settings create their
musical art forms. Think of it as Anthony Bourdain,
but about music!

World is Sound thematically profiles the musical
culture of different cities around the world. In just
the past year, World is Sound has produced
dozens of shows on the music of Istanbul, the
Aegean Coast, New Orleans, San Francisco,
Tokyo and musical profiles on musicians from
Syria, Sri Lanka, Iran and many more.
In the coming months World is Sound is traveling
to Havana, Cuba to partner with El Almacen, a
collective of filmmakers and musicians in Cuba.
Then the program is onward to Berlin, Morocco
and beyond for more musical adventures. The
program is rapidly gaining momentum with
hundreds of thousands of views across multiple
social media channels. Once the Pilot Season is
completed, it will be shopped to major content
providers like Netflix, Amazon and Hulu.

World is Sound is a new ambitious and beautifully
produced travel program that features music from
around the world in a hip, fun and modern format.
Music is a powerful creative force that differentiates and
unites cultures, but there is yet to be an authoritative
video series that closely examines some of the world’s
most distinctive musical traditions. World is Sound seeks
to fill that gap.
Producer Jef Stott and his team are excited to explore
and share the rich musical legacy of cultural traditions as
well as the fertile sonic intersections that come with
experimentation and fusion of different musical forms.
It is a very interesting time for music creation right now
with lots of new exciting music popping up all over the
globe. There is amazing music coming from literally
every corner of our planet.
World is Sound is a vitally important project. As the
world becomes more chaotic and divisive, it often seems
the best way to a peaceful planet is through cultural
awareness. And what better way than music to
understand and appreciate each other.
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Jef Stott is the founder, producer and host of the series.

Jef’s approach with World is Sound is to arrive in a foreign city and take a
deep dive into the vast musical culture of that destination. He researches
each location to find local musicians, producers, DJs and indigenous
cultural ambassadors to collect stories, performances and histories of each
region. During the episodes we follow Jef into homes, studios and venues
to learn about the music of each city and the artists that create it. These
interviews and performances are turned into documentary travelogues full
of amazing music and beautiful visuals that showcase these rich traditions.
Jef Stott’s knowledge and passion
for global music is deep and well
documented. In addition to being a
multi-instrumentalist and producer
who has released over a dozen full
length albums, Jef also holds
degrees in both Anthropology and
New Media. This combination of
interests and experience gives him a
well rounded approach to producing
the series. He can easily connect and
jam with musicians anywhere in the
world as well as film, produce and
edit the segments with a clarity of
vision that comes from decades of
experience.
A completely independent project with global ambition,
World is Sound promises to be the new Travel Channel for music,
introducing millions of people to vibrant musical culture from around the
world.
More info and press kit available on our website HERE

Contact World is Sound
producer@worldissound.tv
jefstott@gmail.com
WorldisSound.tv
FB- WorldisSound
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